We analyze a set of optical-to-near-infrared long-slit nuclear spectra of 16 infraredluminous spiral galaxies. All of the studied sources present H 2 emission, which reflects the star-forming nature of our sample, and they clearly display H i emission lines in the optical. Their continua contain many strong stellar absorption lines, with the most common features due to Ca i, Ca ii, Fe i, Na i, Mg i, in addition to prominent absorption bands of TiO, VO, ZrO, CN and CO. We report a homogeneous set of equivalent width (EW) measurements for 45 indices, from optical to NIR species for the 16 star-forming galaxies as well as for 19 early type galaxies where we collected the data from the literature. This selected set of emission and absorption-feature measurements can be used to test predictions of the forthcoming generations of stellar population models. We find correlations among the different absorption features and propose here correlations between optical and NIR indices, as well as among different NIR indices, and compare them with model predictions. While for the optical absorption features the models consistently agree with the observations,the NIR indices are much harder to interpret. For early-type spirals the measurements agree roughly with the models, while for star-forming objects they fail to predict the strengths of these indices.
INTRODUCTION
One challenge in modern astrophysics is to understand galaxy formation and evolution. Both processes are strongly related to the star-formation history (SFH) of galaxies. Thus, the detailed study of the different stellar populations found in galaxies is one of the most promising ways to shed some light on their evolutionary histories. So far, stellar population studies have been concentrated mainly in the optical spectral range (e.g. Bica 1988; Worthey et al. 1994; Trager et al. 2000; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006; González Delgado et al. 2015; Goddard et al. 2017; Martín-Navarro et al. 2018 ). In the near infrared, (0.8-2.4µm, NIR) even with some work dating back to the 1980s (e.g. Rieke et al. 1980 ), stellar pop-ulation studies have just started to become more common in the last two decades (Origlia et al. 1993 (Origlia et al. , 1997 Riffel et al. 2007 Riffel et al. , 2008 Riffel et al. , 2009 Cesetti et al. 2009; Lyubenova et al. 2010; Chies-Santos et al. 2011a,b; Riffel et al. 2011c; Kotilainen et al. 2012; Martins et al. 2013b; La Barbera et al. 2013; Zibetti et al. 2013; Noël et al. 2013; Dametto et al. 2014; Riffel et al. 2015; Baldwin et al. 2017; Dametto et al. 2019; Alton et al. 2018; Dahmer-Hahn et al. 2018 Francois et al. 2018, for example) . Models have shown that the NIR spectral features provide very important insights, particularly into the stellar populations dominated by cold stars (e.g. Maraston 2005; Riffel et al. 2007; Zibetti et al. 2013; Riffel et al. 2015; Röck 2015; Röck et al. 2016) . For example, the stars in the thermally pulsing asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) phase may be responsible for nearly half of the luminosity in the K band for stellar populations with an ago of ∼ 1 Gyr (Maraston 1998 (Maraston , 2005 Salaris et al. 2014) .
One common technique to study the unresolved stellar content of galaxies is the fitting of a combination of simple stellar populations (SSPs) to obtain the SFH. However, due to difficulties in theoretical treatment (Maraston 2005; Marigo et al. 2008; Noël et al. 2013 ) and the lack of complete empirical stellar libraries in the NIR, (Lançon et al. 2001; Chen et al. 2014; Riffel et al. 2015; Villaume et al. 2017 ) the available SSP models produce discrepant results (e.g. Baldwin et al. 2017) , thus making it very difficult to reliably analyse the SFH in the NIR.
On the other hand, the stellar content and chemical composition of the unresolved stellar populations of galaxies can also be obtained by the study of the observed absorption features present in their integrated spectra. So far, we still lack a comprehensive NIR dataset to compare with model predictions, required to make improvements to the models and to lead to a better understanding of the role played by the cooler stellar populations in the integrated spectra of galaxies.
Among the best natural laboratories to study these kinds of stellar content are infrared galaxies, sources that emit more energy in the infrared (∼5-500µm) than at all the other wavelengths combined (Sanders & Mirabel 1996; Sanders et al. 2003) . The relevance of studying these galaxies lies particularly in the fact that they are implicated in a variety of interesting astrophysical phenomena, including the formation of quasars and elliptical galaxies (e.g. Genzel et al. 2001; Veilleux 2006; Wang et al. 2006) . When studying luminous infrared galaxies in the Local Universe, it is possible to obtain high-angular-resolution observations of these objects, thus allowing the investigation of their very central regions.
Comparison of such objects with those at higher redshifts may help to understand the SFH over cosmic times.
With the above in mind, we obtained optical and NIR spectra of a sub-sample of galaxies selected from the IRAS Revised Bright Galaxy Sample present in the Local Universe. These galaxies are believed to be experiencing massive star formation, making them suitable for studying their most important spectral features that can be used as proxies to test and constrain stellar-population models. As part of a series of papers aimed at studying the stellar population and gas emission features, here we provide measurements for the most conspicuous emission and absorption features, and present new correlations between absorption features.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In §2 we describe the observations and data reduction. The results are presented and discussed in §3. Final remarks are made in §5.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Our sample is composed of 16 Local Universe (v r 6400 km s −1 ) galaxies that are very bright in the infrared (see Tab. 1). They were selected from the IRAS Revised Bright Galaxy Sample, which is regarded as a statistically complete sample of 629 galaxies, with 60 µm flux density 5.24 Jy. Galaxies chosen for this study were those with log(L f ir /L ) 10.10, accessible from the Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) and the Wyoming Infrared Observatory (WIRO, see below), and bright enough to reach a S/N ∼ 100 in the K-band within a reasonable on-source integration time.
Near Infrared Data
Cross-dispersed near-infrared (NIR) spectra in the range 0.8-2.4 µm were obtained on October 4, 6, and 7 in 2010 with the SpeX spectrograph attached to the NASA 3 m IRTF telescope at the Mauna Kea observing site. The detector is a 1024×1024 ALADDIN 3 InSb array with a spatial scale of 0.15 /pixel. A 0.8 ×15 slit was used during the observations, giving a spectral resolution of R∼ 1000 (or σ = 127 km s −1 ). Both the arc lamp spectra and the night-sky spectra are consistent with this value (Riffel et al. 2013a ). The observations were done by nodding in an Object-SkyObject pattern with typical individual integration times of 120 s and total on-source integration times between 18 and 58 minutes. During the observations, A0 V stars were observed near each target to provide telluric standards at similar air masses. These stars were also used to flux calibrate the galaxy spectra by using black body functions to calibrate the observed spectra of the standard stars. The seeing varied between 0.4 -0.7 over the different nights and there were no obvious clouds.
We reduced the NIR observations following the standard data reduction procedures given by Riffel et al. (2006 Riffel et al. ( , 2013b . In short, spectral extraction and wavelength calibration were performed using spextool, software developed and provided by the SpeX team for the IRTF community (Cushing et al. 2004) . The area of the integrated region is listed in Tab. 1. Each extraction was centred at the peak of the continuum-light distribution for every object of the sample. No effort was made to extract spectra at positions different from the nuclear region, even though some objects show evidence of extended emission, as this goes beyond the scope of this analysis. Telluric absorption correction and flux calibration were applied to the individual 1-D spectra by means of the IDL routine xtellcor .
Optical Data
For completeness, the same sample was also observed in the optical range on nearly the same dates as the NIR data were collected with the WIRO Long Slit Spectrograph. The instrument is attached to the University of Wyoming's 2.3-meter telescope, located on Jelm Mountain at WIRO. The Cassegrain-mounted instrument uses a Marconi 2k×2k CCD detector. During our observations we used a 900 l/mm grating in first order to obtain spectra from approximately 4000-7000Å calibrated with a CuAr comparison lamp. Given our 4-arc-second slit oriented North-South, the resolution was R∼1200. Due to the relatively large spatial extent of these low-redshift objects, we offset the telescope pointing by two arc-minutes to obtain sky spectra uncontaminated by galaxy light. The seeing varied between 1-2 arc-seconds during the nights of observation. We reduced the spectra using standard techniques in IRAF 1 . Table 1 shows the observation log along with extraction apertures. The 1-D wavelength and flux-calibrated spectra were then corrected for redshift, determined from the average z measured from the position of [S iii] 0.953µm, Paδ, He i 1.083µm, Paβ and Brγ.
Examples of the final reduced spectra, from optical to NIR (∼0.4µm -2.4µm) are presented in Figure 1 , for the remaining galaxies see Appendix A . For each galaxy we show the optical, z+J, H and K bands, from top to bottom, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the optical and NIR data do not share the same apertures, and the slit was not generally oriented at the same position angles. However, since we are interested in the nuclear region, the different slit orientations should not introduce large discrepancies in the measurements. The ordinate axis represents the monochromatic flux in units of 10 −15 erg cm −2 s −1Å−1 . The position of the most common and expected emission and absorption lines are indicated as dotted (red) and dashed (blue) lines, respectively.
RESULTS

Emission-line spectra
A visual inspection of the data reveals a wide diversity of emission-line strengths and species. The most common emission features detected are:
, H 2 21218Å, and Brγ.
Emission-line fluxes for each object of the sample were measured by fitting a Gaussian function to the observed profile and then integrating the flux under the curve. The LINER software (Pogge & Owen 1993) was used for this purpose. No attempt to correct for stellar absorption was made before measuring the emission lines. This was done because NIR models with adequate spectral resolution (to allow the measurements of the weaker emission lines) are not available for the younger ages. Martins et al. (2013a) have shown that the underlying stellar population has only a strong effect on the hydrogen recombination emission lines, with the largest differences in fluxes being about 25 per cent. This value is within the largest uncertainties on the fluxes values too. For completeness, we have not subtracted the stellar features from the optical range too.
The results, including 3σ uncertainties, are listed in Tables 3 and 4. For most of our targets, these measurements are made public for the first time. In addition, we computed the extinction coefficient, C ext , for the NIR using the intrinsic value of 5.88 for the flux ratio of Paβ/Brγ (Hummer & Storey 1987, using case B) . The Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law was used, and the values obtained for the coefficients are listed in Tables 3 and 4 .
The continuum spectra
The main goal of this section is to characterize the continuum emission observed in our sample and compare it to other data in the literature. To help in the visual inspection 2 of the individual spectra, we normalized the continuum emission to unity in two regions free from emission/absorption features taken from Riffel et al. (2011b) . The NIR spectra were normalized at 20925Å and then sorted according to their continuum shapes. For a proper comparison with the optical portion of the spectrum, we normalized the optical spectra at 5300Å and plotted them in the same order as the NIR spectra (Figs. 4 and 5) .
A first-order inspection of Figure 4 allows us to infer that, contrary to what happens in Seyfert galaxies (Riffel et al. 2006) , there seems to be no correlation between activity type (LINERs or SFGs) and continuum shape. In fact, these very bright infrared galaxies present a continuum shape very similar to what is found in fainter Hii sources and normal galaxies, as reported by Martins et al. (2013a) , which may indicate that the LINER spectrum of these galaxies is powered by starburst instead of a low-luminosity AGN. In addition, the continua of all the optical spectra look very similar.
A large diversity of atomic absorption lines and molecular bands is also apparent in the spectra. These features are seen from the very blue optical end to the red end of the observed NIR spectral region. The most common atomic absorption features are due to Ca i, Ca ii, Fe i, Si i, Na i and Mg i, besides the prominent absorption bands of CH, MgH, TiO, VO, ZrO and CO. These features are identified in Fig. 1 . It is clear in these figures that some of the most important features predicted for intermediate-age stellar populations, which are expected to be enhanced in the RGB and TP-AGB stellar phases (Maraston 2005; Riffel et al. 2007 Riffel et al. , 2015 , are detected in the spectra. Among these features are the ZrO/CN/VO at 9350Å, the 10560Å VO, 1.1 µm CN and 1.6 µm and 2.3 µm CO bands.
Towards a homogeneous NIR index definition
The Equivalent Widths (EWs) of these features offer coarse but robust information about the stellar content of a galaxy spectrum, and therefore they can be used as powerful diagnostics of the stellar content of galaxies. Contrary to the optical range, where there exist indices defined in a homogeneous way by the Lick group (see Worthey et al. 1994 , and references), in the NIR there is no such homogeneous set of definitions covering the full NIR wavelength range, and authors tend to use their own definitions (e.g. Riffel et al. 2007 Riffel et al. , 2008 Silva et al. 2008; Mármol-Queraltó et al. 2009 Cesetti et al. 2009; Kotilainen et al. 2012; Riffel et al. 2011a Riffel et al. , 2015 Röck et al. 2017) , and therefore it is very difficult to compare results from different investigations. With this in mind, here we create a set of definitions for absorption features found in the NIR. We used two SSPs from the IRTF-based emiles models Röck 2015; Röck et al. 2016) , with 1.0 Gyr and 10 Gyr, solar metallicity, calculated with the PADOVA evolutionary tracks and with σ = 228km s −1 . We added up their light fractions (normalized to unity at λ=12230Å) as follows:
To this resulting spectrum we added Gaussians to model emission-lines profiles. These lines are located at the wavelengths of the most common emission lines detected in galaxies in this spectral region (see Sec. 3.1) with Full Width at Half Maximums (FWHMs) characteristic of galaxies observed with SpeX with the configuration used here (25Å FWHM 40Å) with arbitrary flux values. We employed the elprofile routine of the ifscube package 3 (Ruschel-Dutra, in preparation). Using this simulated spectrum we defined the line limits and continuum band passes as illustrated in Fig. 3 and listed in Table 5 .
We have measured the EWs for the most prominent absorption features using an updated python version of the pacce code (Riffel & Borges Vale 2011) . In this code version, the EW uncertainties are assumed to be the standard deviation of 1000 EWs measurements of simulated spectra created by perturbing each flux point by its uncertainty through a Monte Carlo approach. The line definitions used are listed in Table 5 , and the measured values are in Tables 6 and  7 . In order to have a sample of early type galaxies (ETG) to compare our results with, we have collected NIR spectra from the literature and measured the EW of the absorption features with the same definitions used for our sample. Tables B1 and B2 present the measurements for the sample of galaxies presented in Baldwin et al. (2017) . For four of the galaxies we were able to find Sloan Digital Sky Survey data used to measure the optical EW, while for the remaining objects we collected the values of Fe5015, Mg b and Fe5270 from McDermid et al. (2015) . We also measured the values from the spectra presented by Dahmer-Hahn et al. (2018) , which values are listed in Tab. B3.
DISCUSSION
Emission Lines
In order to compare the frequency of occurrence of the emission lines in our sample with what is seen in Seyfert galaxies, we show a histogram in Fig. 2 where the lines found here are compared to those of Riffel et al. (2006) . What clearly emerges from this figure is that [S iii], He i, and Paβ lines are less frequent in our sample (occurring in ∼60% of the sources) than in Seyferts (present in almost all of the objects). On the other hand, we find a higher frequency of occurrence of lines of [C i] (∼ 65%), [P ii] (∼ 40%) and [Fe ii] (∼ 65%) than in Sy 1 objects, and a similar rate as in Sy 2s. The remaining emission lines occur with similar frequencies in the present sample and in Seyferts (see also Lamperti et al. 2017) . Lines that are less frequent in the present sample compared to AGNs are located in regions with strong stellar Riffel et al. (2013b) . However, the lowionization forbidden lines of [C i] (i.e. λ 9850Å) and [P ii] (i.e. λ 11886Å), also detected in our sample, were not yet analyzed. Although the [P ii] line is stronger compared to [Fe ii] λ 12570Åin Sy 2s (Riffel et al. 2006 ) than in the other types of galaxies, the detection of [P ii] lines is surprising here. This is because at Solar metallicity, Phosphorus is about 1000 times less abundant than Carbon (Ferguson et al. 1997 ) and 100 times less abundant than Iron (Oliva et al. 2001) . Hence, if the P/C abundance is near to solar, the [P ii] lines should not be present, unless other strong abundant elements are much more optically thick than they appear. A similar problem is found in some quasars for which broad absorption lines of P v λλ1118,1128Å are detected and extreme abundances ratios for P/C are found (Hamann 1998; Hamann et al. 2001; Borguet et al. 2012 ). According to Oliva et al. (2001) for a solar Fe/P ∼ 100 abundance ratio, one expects that
= 50, similar to what is expected for supernova remnants. The NIR [P ii] emission lines may probably help to set some constraints on the abundance of Phosphorus in galaxies.
As discussed in Oliva et al. (2001) bright [Fe ii] lines can only be formed in regions where hydrogen is partially ionized. Such regions of hot, partially ionized gas can only be produced in an efficient way by shocks and/or photoionisation by soft X-rays. According to these authors, [Fe ii]/[P ii] can be used to distinguish between shocks (ratio 20) and photoionisation (ratio 2). In order to test this hypothesis, we plotted in Fig. 4 
for our sample as well as the Seyfert galaxies of Riffel et al. (2006) . As can be seen in this figure, there is a good correlation and no clear separation between the SFGs and the Seyferts, suggesting that the dominant excitation mechanism is the same for 8000 9000 10000 11000 12000 13000 the three ions. Furthermore, due to the low values derived for the [Fe ii]/[P ii] ratio, that excitation mechanism might be expected to be photoionisation based on the arguments of Oliva et al. (2001) . To test this, we have computed photoionisation models using cloudy/C17.01 4 (Ferland et al. 2017 ) updated with the next release of collisional strengths for [P II] (taken from Tayal 2004) as well as with new transition probabilities 5 (private communication), however these models are not able to reproduce the observed line ratios, underestimating both (the models values for both ratios are nearly zero). This may be due to the fact that these lines are not in fact excited by photoionisation, but mostly driven by shocks.
Absorption Features
It is crucial to be able to derive ages and chemical composition in order to understand the dominant underlying unre-4 Available at https://www.nublado.org. 5 They are a combination of data taken from the MCHF/MCDHF Database at http://nlte.nist.gov/MCHF/ and data from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database at https://www.nist.gov/pml/atomic-spectra-database solved stellar content of galaxies (Röck et al. 2017) . So far, the NIR is lacking a clear procedure based on absorptionline strengths. The obvious choice to do this kind of study is using stellar clusters as probes, instead of the use of more complex star-forming objects. However, while observations of the integrated spectra of stellar clusters in the optical region have been available for almost 30 years (e.g. Bica 1988) in the NIR such observations are very difficult since the light emitted by the stars of the clusters in the NIR bands is dominated by a few very bright stellar phases making it difficult to get reliable integrated spectra of such objects in the NIR (e.g Lyubenova et al. 2010; Riffel et al. 2011c ).
In order to have a more homogeneous data-set, in addition to the data-set we present here representing complex SFHs of SFGs ( § 2), we collected spectra of nearby ETGs (which tend to have less complex SFHs than our sample) observed similarly as those in the present work. Our final data set representing the older stellar population is composed of 12 ETG selected in order to span a wide range of ages (1-15 Gyr) at approximately solar metallicity and observed by Baldwin et al. (2017) using Gemini/GNIRS in the crossdispersed mode (∼ 0.8 − 2.5µm; R ∼ 1700; σ ∼75 km s 
N6814 (Sy1) N7678 ( graph attached to the Astrophysical Research Consortium (ARC) 3.5-meter telescope (∼ 0.95−2.45µm; R ∼ 2000; σ ∼64 km s −1 ). In addition to these NIR spectra, we also collected, when available, the optical spectra of the sources. In the case of Baldwin et al. (2017) galaxies, the optical spectra where taken from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Ahn et al. 2014) , while for the sample of Dahmer-Hahn et al. (2018) we took the data from the (CALIFA Sánchez et al. 2016) . The optical and NIR indices were measured by us using the definitions of Tab. 5 and are listed as online material in Tabs. B1, B2 and B3.
Previous NIR index -index correlations
Due to the lack of adequate data sets to test predictions of NIR data, compared to the optical (see Thomas et al. 2003, for example) , there are only a few studies trying to understand the behaviour of NIR × NIR indices. For instance, Mármol-Queraltó et al. (2009) studied a sample of early type galaxies and found a strong correlation between C 2 4668 and NaI2.20 indices. In Fig. 7a we show the Mármol-Queraltó et al. (2009) measurements (open diamonds) and the literature compilation presented by Röck et al. (plus symbols, 2017) together with our data (squares). Even though we only measured both indices for 4 sources, this correlation seems to still hold for SFGs, which populate the lower left end of the correlation (Fig. 7a) .
Using a similar approach, Cesetti et al. (2009) reported a trend of correlation of the optical Mg 2 band with NIR indexes, such as NaI2.20, CaI2.26 and CO2.2 for early type galaxies. In Fig 7b,c and d we plotted our sample (filled squares), together with those of Cesetti et al. (2009, open diamonds) and Kotilainen et al. (open triangles 2012) for early type sources. Additionally we also added the inactive spirals (octagons, LTG-K12) of Kotilainen et al. (2012) . From  Fig. 7d we have excluded the two Seyfert galaxies (NGC 660 and NGC 6814) since the CO band can be very diluted in these kind of sources (Riffel et al. 2009; Burtscher et al. 2015) .
From Fig. 7 it is clear that the trend seems to hold for NaI2.20 × Mg 2 , while for CaI2.26 × Mg 2 there is no clear correlation, and in the case of CO2.2 × Mg 2 instead of a positive correlation there seems to be an inverse correlation. Additionally there seems to be a segregation between early and late-type galaxies in this plot (panel d). This indicates that CO is enhanced in younger stellar populations, in agreement with the predictions of the Maraston (2005) models as shown in Riffel et al. (2007) .
To help in the interpretation of these results, on these index-index diagrams we have over-plotted the new opticalto-NIR IRTF-based stellar population synthesis models of the E-MILES team (Vazdekis et al. 2012 Röck et al. 2016 ). The models employed are those computed using the PADOVA isochrones (Girardi et al. 2000) , with ages in the range 0.3 Gyr < t < 15.0 Gyr and metallicities within [Fe/H] = -0.40, [Fe/H] = 0.00 and [Fe/H] = 0.22 with two different spectral resolutions (σ=60km s −1 and σ=228km s −1 , the shaded area represents the differences caused by σ). We also plotted TP-AGB heavy (see Zibetti et al. 2013 , for a comparison between TP-AGB heavy and light models), Pickles-based models of Maraston & Ström-bäck (2011, M11 hereafter) , which do have the same prescription than Maraston (2005) models but with a higher spectral resolution (R = 500) than the 2005 models, therefore making them more suitable for our comparisons. However, it is important to have in mind that M11 models do have a poorer spectral resolution than our data, the effects on the indices strengths by degrading the resolution to M11 models is within the uncertainties of our measurements. These models are shown as open brown stars and are only available for solar metalicity. What emerges from this exercise is that the models in general are not able to predict the NIR indices and that there is a segregation between early (open diamonds and plus markers) and late-type (filled squares and octagons) galaxies in these diagrams. The upper panels show significantly larger NaI2.20 index values than predicted by the models with standard IMF. Both the optical Mg and C dominated indices are stronger than the models for the most massive galaxies (i.e. the ones with the largest index values). In the case of the NaI2.20 index, Röck et al. (2017) concluded that for early-type sources the large values obtained for this index are due to a combination of a bottom-heavy initial mass function and the [Na/Fe] abundances. On the other hand, Alton et al. (2018) found that their sample of massive ETGs is consistent with having a Milky Way-like IMF, or at most a modestly bottom-heavy IMF, and suggested that their extreme abundance values for Na, in the cores of massive ETGs, may be explained by the metallicity-dependent nucleosynthetic yield of Na.
The lower panels of Fig. 7 show that the ETGs are in better agreement with the predicted values. However, about half of our SFGs sample show stronger CaI2.26 and CO2.2 values than predicted by the models. From these plots, we also can infer that the TP-AGB phase does not change substantially the CO index, once the solar metalicity M11 models are in agreement with the E-MILES ones for the younger ages (t 1 Gyr), with a large discrepancy for the older ages. Besides age, metallicity appears as an additional discriminator for the measured strengths of CO bands, with low met-alicity ([Fe/H] = -0.40) and intermediate ages (∼350Myr) showing the largest values for the CO2.2 index. This is in agreement with the previous findings of Kotilainen et al. (2012) , who found that the evolved red stars completely dominate the NIR spectra, and that in this age range, the hot, young stars contribution to the EWs is virtually nonexistent. So far, to fully access these younger stellar content of the galaxies it is necessary to fit the full spectrum, taking the continuum into account (see Baldwin et al. 2017; Dahmer-Hahn et al. 2018 , for example). However, this is beyond the scope of the present paper and will be the subject of a future investigation (Riffel et al., in preparation) . On the other hand, the lower values of the CO index presented by the ETGs are also not explained by the models, with M11 models underestimating and E-MILES models overestimating the main locus occupied by these sources.
New index -index correlations
Because we measured a large set of lines for our sample, we have tried to find new correlations among the different absorption features by plotting all the EWs listed in Tab. 6 and 7, as well as literature data (Tabs. B1 to B3) against each other. From these, we removed the correlations already discussed above (Fig. 7) as well as the optical × optical indices correlations since these are well studied 6 . Since the CaT lines are correlated (e.g. Cenarro et al. 2001) , we only used CaT2 in our search for correlations. The final set of optical versus NIR and NIR versus NIR indices the correlations are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, together with a linear regression using the orthogonal distance regression (ODR) method that takes errors both in the x and y variables into account (Boggs & Rogers 1990) . We note that when it was not possible to measure one of the indices used in the correlations, we have removed the galaxy from the plots and regression. In addition, we only considered the cases were both indices were measured at least for 6 sources. To help to understand these plots we have over-plotted the same model set as discussed above.
What emerges from Fig. 8 is that both model sets are able to predict well all the measured values for the optical indices. In the NIR, however, the models fail in their predictions, except for CO2.2 and ZrO, with E-MILES making better predictions of strengths than M11, especially in the case of atomic absorption features. In addition, there is a clear separation of the ETGs and SFGs on the G4300×MgI1.7, G4300×NaI2.20, Fe4531×MgI1.7 and Mg 1 ×NaI2.20 diagrams with ETGs in general showing higher values for both optical and NIR indices. A less evident separation of ETGs and SFGs is observed on the G4300×CO2.2 and Mg b ×NaI2.20 diagrams, while no separation is observed for the Fe5782×ZrO and TiO 1 × CO2.2 diagrams.
The optical indices (G4300, Fe4531 and Mg 1 ) are not very sensitive to the α/Fe ratio while G4300 is mainly sensitive to the C and O abundances (Thomas et al. 2003 ). This 6 The NaI2.20 and CO2.2 are well studied, however, we decided to keep them here for diagrams distinct from those presented in Fig. 7 because correlations with other lines may help to shed some light in the understanding of the mechanisms driving these lines. Triangles and octagons represent, respectively, the late and early-type galaxies studied by Kotilainen et al. (2012, LTG-K12 and ETG-K12 may indicate that the MgI1.7 and NaI2.20 indices are also sensitive to C and/or O abundances. This is also in agreement with the findings of Röck et al. (2017) are well described by the model predictions for both SFGs and ETGs, with an age-metallicity dependence for the SFGs and no evidence of strong changes on their strengths caused by the amount of TP-AGB stars (see above). This is additionally supported by the CO2.2 × TiO 1 diagram, where M11 models, independent of age, do populate the locus filled by the ETGs, while E-MILES models do not reproduce the larger TiO and smallest CO strengths. The CO and TiO 1 correlation is not unexpected since these absorptions depend on O being available. The models do show that ZrO is more metallicity dependent while TiO 1 seems to be age dependent. In addition, some ETG show TiO 1 values larger than the models (specially E-MILES models), which can be interpreted as an IMF effect (see La Barbera et al. 2013 ). In the case of the Mg-dominated indices (in the NIR and optical) the large values for these indices can be associated with the most massive ETGs, and can be explained by an [Mg/Fe] enhancement (e.g. Worthey et al. 1992; Martín-Navarro et al. 2018 ).
The correlations found from this exercise for the NIR indices are shown in Fig. 9 . One particularly relevant correlation is CO1.6b×CN11, as the CN11 index is believed to be heavily dominated by the AGB evolutionary phase and particularly by C stars (Maraston 2005) . Almost 50% of our SFG do show CN11 10Å, with a mean value ∼20% larger than in ETG (see Fig. 13 ) and are consistent with the intermediate age (0.3 -2 Gyr) models. M11 models do cover better the space of values of the measurements, but all the older ages M11 models (t 3 Gyr) do predict more or less constant values for CN11 (the same hapens for CO1.6b). The ETGs are more or less matched by SSP models with old ages and no indication of an intermediate age population is re-quired to explain the absorption features of these sources, once, their strengths in some cases are smaller than those of the older E-MILES SSPs. The CO2.2 and CO2.3a,b (also CO1.5a and CO1.5b) indices are to some extent described by the models, with larger values predicted for intermediate age SSPs.The remaining strengths are not predicted by the models and no clear separation is found for SFGs and ETGs.
With the aim of understanding the behaviour of the NIR indices, we plotted them against the [MgFe] index of Thomas et al. (2003) defined as:
which, for this sample with a small range in metallicity, is basically an age-indicator and is completely independent of the α/Fe ratio. Assuming that the ETGs used here are objects with relatively normal old stellar populations, which is a valid assumption since their full spectra can be well fitted with SSP models (see Baldwin et al. 2017; Dahmer-Hahn et al. 2018, for details) . This can also be seen in Figs. 10 to 12, where the ETGs do in general show less scatter in the [MgFe] index than the SFGs. This indicates a more complex SFH for the latter, most likely with a strong contribution from intermediate (∼1 Gyr) stellar populations. In order to test the effect of a more complex SFH on the NIR strengths, we show in Fig. 13 histograms comparing the strenght distributions between SFG and ETG. Except for a few indices (ZrO, MgI1.48, MgI1.50, CO1.5a, FeI1.58, CO1.5c, MgI1.7, NaI2.20) , the mean value for SFG is larger than that for ETG. This more complex SFH can also explain why the CN and CO bands are in general stronger for the SFGs than the ETGs. These bands are enhanced by the short-lived younger red giant branch (RGB) and thermally pulsing asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) stars (Maraston 2005; Riffel et al. 2007 Riffel et al. , 2015 . According to Maraston (1998) , these stars can be responsible for up to 70 per cent of the total flux in the NIR. However, for the case of the NaI2.20 index, (Röck et al. 2017 ) constructed models using enhanced contribution from AGB stars and found that these stars have only a very limited effect on the model predictions and do not improve significantly the fit of the model NaI2.20 indices. They also show that small fractions (3 per cent) do have a similar impact on NaI2.20 than those with larger amounts of these stars. This result is consistent with our findings that NaI2.20 index has a mean value ∼20% larger in ETG than in SFG.
In general, the NIR line strengths are not well reproduced by any set of models, suggesting that the SFH of the galaxies cannot be recovered when only using NIR indices. Our results are in agreement with the finding of Baldwin et al. (2017) who have studied the SFH of a sample of ETG by fitting different SSP models and found that the SFH vary dramatically among the different EPS models when fitting NIR data, with higher spectral resolution models producing more consistent results. They also found variations in ages in the NIR tend to be small, and largely encoded in the shape of the continuum. This was also noticed in Riffel et al. (2015) who suggested that TP-AGB stars contribute noticeably to a mean stacked NIR spectrum made up with mostly late type galaxies hosting a low luminosity AGN, from the Palomar survey (Mason et al. 2015) . This result was obtained by fitting a mix of individual IRTF stars to the mean galaxy spectrum. Nevertheless, in this same work we have shown that other evolved stars (red giants, C-R and E-AGB stars) can reproduce most of the absorption features detected, without having to resort to stars in the TP-AGB phase.
FINAL REMARKS
We analysed long-slit spectra spanning optical to nearinfrared wavelengths of 16 infrared-luminous star-forming galaxies with the aim of offering the community a set of emission and absorption feature measurements that can be used to test the predictions of the forthcoming generations of stellar population models. The optical and NIR spectra were obtained at WIRO and at SpeX/IRTF, respectively. In addition to these, we collected literature spectra of early-type galaxies and performed the equivalent width measurements using a new homogeneous set of continuum and band pass definitions. The main findings can be summarized as follows:
• All our sources display H 2 emission, characteristic of the star-forming nature of our sample. In the optical they clearly display H i emission lines. However, NGC 1055 and NGC 1134 show a NIR spectrum free of H i emission lines. We interpret this latter result as the result of the low sensitivity of the NIR detector in this wavelength interval, thus the expected Brγ fluxes are below the detection limit.
• The continua are dominated by stellar absorption features. The most common features are due to Ca i, Ca ii, Fe i, Na i, Mg i, plus prominent absorption bands of: TiO, VO, ZrO and CO. In most cases (70%) ,the stellar continua also show evidence of dust extinction.
• We present new definitions of continuum and line band passes for the NIR absorption lines. These definitions were made taking into account the position of the most common emission lines detected in this wavelength range.
• We report EW measurements for 45 indices, including both optical and NIR features. We also present measurements for most of these indices in spectra of ETGs taken from literature. To the best of our knowledge, they represent the most complete set of EW measurements reported in the literature to date, and can be used to test the predictions of stellar population models from the optical to the NIR.
• We looked for correlations among the different absorption features, presenting as the most robust ones those with a Pearson correlation coefficient r>0.6. In addition to the already-known correlations in the optical region, we propose here correlations between optical and NIR indices, as well as correlations between different NIR indices, and compare them with model predictions.
• While for the optical absorption features the new generation of models, with scaled-solar abundance ratios and standard IMF, share the same locus as the observed data points, they fail to predict the strengths of most of the NIR indices for the SFGs, while in the case of the early-type sources they roughly reproduce the observations. This may indicate more complex SFHs for the SFGs, which we interpreted as a strong contribution from the younger stellar populations, thus explaining the fact that the CN and CO bands are in general larger for the SFGs than the ETGs. These bands are enhanced in stars in the TP-AGB phase, Figure A3 . Final reduced spectra in the Earth's velocity frame. The sources are labeled. For each galaxy we show from top to bottom the optical, z + J , H , and K bands, respectively. The flux is in units of 10 −15 erg cm −2 s −1 . The shaded grey area represents the uncertainties and the brown area shows the poor transmission region between different bands. 
